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A Certain Urgency, The Starlight, Fort Collins, March 9, 2006. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

Here’s the short of it: There once was a Fort Collins band named You Call That Art? Now 

there’s a band called A Certain Urgency, one that has been doing its wood shedding in Fort 

Collins, but is preparing to move to Wisconsin sometime this year- for a brand new start? 

 

Well, at the Starlight on March 9, A Certain Urgency certainly had the feel of a brand new start. 

Though the band shares two main characters from You Call That Art?- namely guitarist John 

Furste and manic vocalist Sven Severin- as well as some of the previous band’s choice material, 

the group has come a long way already in establishing a new character. 

 

This can be heard on A Certain Urgency’s debut CD release, “Stories from the Big City.” 

Produced by Jason Hickman, the album is a fresh mixture of guitar rock, punk and pop styles 

seamlessly forged together with a fistful of confidence. Furste, who wrote or collaborated on all 

the tunes on the record, is responsible for the guitar rock. Now, the sounds he plays with range 

from heavy metal Metallica type power chording to some spicy classic Southern rock leads. His 

tone and approach change throughout the arrangements and it keeps things lively indeed. 

 

The punk influences come from Severin’s vocal stylings that not only handle the rigors of the 

words and melodies, but also manage to put some infectious personality into the music. As for 

the pop stuff, well, A Certain Urgency is not afraid to work the same bag of tricks successful 

bands have been using for years- including great melodic hooks, distinctive guitar riffs, upbeat 

tempos and a positive attitude. (By the way, A Certain Urgency is also not afraid to do a- gasp- 

ballad.) 

 

On stage at the Starlight, Furste’s guitar raged, the set paid attention to an ebb and flow of 

energy, throwing in a few slower tunes here and there, and Severin proved to be not only an able 

but a riveting front man. Including a little You Call That Art? material as well as a cover of the 

Who’s “The Seeker,” the set of course plowed through the new stuff. My favorites were “Crush” 

and the showstopper number, “Big City.” 

 

Now this is the kind of power this band wielded: A Certain Urgency’s performance and new 

material is so strong that in front of a small hometown crowd, there were actually some awkward 

moments of quiet in between songs. In between tunes, Severin often found himself chatting 

amiably with the crowd about not much in particular. Maybe some of the urban sound effects 

that preceded and ended “Big City” would come in handy in some of these down moments 

elsewhere in the show? Don’t get me wrong, down moments aren’t bad, but it’s a little hard to 

accept a room devoid of electricity when the other moments of electricity sound so good. 


